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° inheritance parchment °

CHAPTER 2

Frambook put the documents, which were quite a few, on his desk, and took the vial
into his hand.

"I'd say, we start with the potion, in case we'd need some other documents as well. Is
that okay with you?"

"Okay. What do I have to do?" Frambook opened a drawer and took a little silver
dagger out of it and handed it to Harry.

"You have to cut yourself on your palm with it and add three drops of your blood to
the potion. Then we have to wait a minute for the blood to disturb itself in the potion
and pour it onto a parchment." He opened another drawer and pulled a rolled up
parchment out of it.

"And what exactly shows this potion once it's been poured onto the parchment?",
Harry asked the goblin.

"It shows all your titles and vaults, first the inherited by blood from your parents, then
those you got if someone who isn't a direct ancestor, but had some relations to you
during his live, like your godfather, made you the heir and after those, what you got
from other people who you didn't really have any relations with at all. And, if you have
one, also the creature and other unusual inheritances."

"Is it really possible, to be made heir of someone I didn't really know at all? How could
that be?"

"Yes, it is. Especially in your case, because you are the so called Boy-Who-Lived."

Harry was speechless. He couldn't believe what he just had potion on the desk
changed it's colour to a clear liquid who looked like water. Frambook took it and
looked at Harry.
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"Mister Potter, are you ready for this?"

Harry just nodded.

The goblin took the potion vial and poured it onto the beginning of the parchment.
Harry was shocked at how much writing appeared.

° Name: Harry James Potter

Age: 15 years

Vater: James Harold Potter, deceased

Mother: Lily Rose Potter, née Evans-Viperian, deceased

Blood Status: Pure-Blood

Magical core:
core power: 70 cp (usable), 280 cp (available/75% [210 cp] blocked)
core power/average wizard: 100-150 cp

Inheritances by blood:

paternal:
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Potter
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Most Noble House of Gryffindor
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Knight
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Baker

maternal:
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Most Noble House of Le Fay
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Most Noble House of Ravenclaw
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Viperian

Inheritances by relations:

$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Black
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Cantarel

Gifted inheritances:

$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Most Noble House of Hufflepuff
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Hinkerland
$ Lord of the Most Ancient and Noble House of Bergamonte
$ Lord of the Ancient and Noble House of DuChampe
$ Lord of the Noble House of MacGregor
$ Comte de Jarjais
$ Baron von Hohenfels
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Numver of Vaults:

Trust Vault: 1 / 60'000 G (refilled to 100'000 G every 1.1.)
Inherited by blood: 31 / 938'489'292 G, 37'836 S, 847 K
Inherited by relation: 8 / 320'792'472 G, 84'398 S, 478 K
Gifted Inheritances: 28 / 847'937'394 G, 87'398 S, 374 KNumber of Estates:
Inherited by blood: 63 / 12 countries
Inherited by relation: 23 / 11 countries
Gifted Inheritances: 73 / 16 countries

Abilities:

$ Parseltounge, 75% blocked (parsel magic/writing) [Viperian]
$ Metamorphmagus, 100% blocked [Baker]
$ Necromancy, 100% blocked [Le Fay]

Creature inheritance(s):

$ Mage to all five elements, 100% blocked

other magical infuelce(s) [spell(s)/potion(s)]:

$ muggle-agression spell
$ anti-knowledge potion
$ distracting spell
$ multiple obliviate spells
$ diverse tracking spells °

Frambook stared shocked on the parchment before him.

"Who dared to do this? This is unbelievable! Mister Potter, is it in your interest, that
we call a goblin healer, to remove all your blocks and the spells and potions used on
you?"

"Yes. Is it possible to remove everything? Including the obliviate spells and recover
the original memories?"

"They'll try, but it's not sure."

"Then I'd like to try it."

Frambook called Griphook inside and told him to prepare the special room and call for
the healer, so that all blocks and spells could be removed and the potion reversed.

xXxXxXx

A still pretty shaken Harry and a really angry Frambook arrived in the prepared room
where the healer already waited for them.
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"Mister Potter, could you please undress yourself and come over here?"

Harry did as he was told. When he reached his underwear, he stopped.

"Do I have to take off my underwear as well?"

The healer looked up from what he was doing. "No, that isn't necessary. Please, come
over here and lay down in the middle of this circle with your feet facing the door."

After he laid down, the healer gave him a potions vial. "This is a sleeping draught, who
also helps in opening your magical core for easier access to remove all those blocks.
Once I'm done, I'll give you the counter draught and you'll wake up again."

Harry just took the vial, opened it and downed the liquid.

When Harry woke up again, he felt different. He felt like someone, who always wore
restrains do hinder his movements and whose restrains now where gone. He felt
good. Wrong. He didn't just feel good. He felt unbelievable, unstoppable.

When he went to redress himself, the first item on his pile were his glasses. He was
confused, because he already could see perfectly. Harry turned around and asked the
goblin healer. He explained him, that not only all of his blocks, the spells and the
potion could be removed, but also could most of his memory be recovered and his
eyesight got fixed as well. Happy about this explaination, Harry got back to dress
himself and afterwards followed Frambook back to his office.
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